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A WO R D F RO M
O U R D I R E C TO R

Here to help you make the right noises in rural and regional Australia.
“At Sauce Communications, we say “tomato” the same way as you. In other words, the team
and I take the time to understand the language of your industry, your stakeholders, your
company and your customers. Then we put every ounce of our public relations expertise
into making sure your communications say the right things, at the right time, to the right
people.
With a deeply rich mix of communication and event management skills ready to roll, we’d relish
getting our teeth into any challenge you present us, although our specialist focus on the regional
and rural space frames our clients into four primary categories:
SHOUTING
FROM REGIONAL
ROOFTOPS.
If you’re an
organisation or
business based in
regional Australia,
Sauce specialises
in making sure
your message gets
heard, wherever
in the world your
customers happen
to be.

REACHING
REGIONAL
AND RURAL
AUDIENCES.
To reach, connect
and influence regional
and rural Australian
audiences, you
need an agency that
knows the right mix
of ingredients for
success. That’s what
we do at Sauce.

EVENTS IN & FOR
RURAL AUSTRALIA.

MEANINGFUL
GOVERNMENT
MESSAGES.

End-to-end event
planning, sponsor
care and meticulous
budget, supplier and
floor management.
From shed meetings
and exhibitions,
to international
conferences and gala
dinners, Sauce does it
all seamlessly.

Engaging regional and
rural stakeholders
is crucial for
Government strategy
across nearly every
aspect of public
service. A number of
departments now do
it with Sauce.

Put simply, Sauce’s guiding vision is to be the leading communications and events consultancy
for rural and regional Australia and if you read on a bit more, you’ll see we’re well on our way.
In the meantime, if you’re looking for fresh ideas and delightful results in the regional and rural
space, my team and I would be delighted to serve it to you. Let’s talk Sauce soon.”
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SAUCE FOR REGIONAL
PR & EVENTS

THE FIRST STEP TO PR AND
EVENTS SUCCESS IN REGIONAL
AUSTRALIA, IS APPRECIATING
THE INGREDIENTS.
Regional and rural Australia is a crucial part
of the economic and social fabric of our
country, and the people here do serious
business. Around 32% of the Australian
population - 8.1 million people - live outside
major cities1 and between them account
for 30% of our annual GDP and 61% of the
goods Australia sells in global markets2.
However, of the 100+ registered public
relations agencies in Australia, only a handful
specialise in regional and rural engagement.
That’s where we come in.

Our talented team is strategically located
across both rural and metropolitan offices.
So, whatever your brief and wherever
you’re based, we can help you affect change,
increase sales, organise your event or
communicate your messages using the right
moves in the right regions.
Whether your organisation’s objectives
are not-for-profit, publicly funded or purely
commercial, you need to communicate in a
way that engages your audience, enhances
your message, creates a lasting impression,
and hits the right spots. And that’s why you
need us. Because like any good sauce, that’s
exactly what we do.

THE SECOND STEP IS FINDING
SOMEONE WHO REALLY KNOWS
THEIR WAY AROUND.

We don’t just know about
audiences and networks in rural
Australia, we’re part of them.

At Sauce, we’re proud to have attracted the
talent, awards and accreditations usually
found in a large multinational agency,
coupled with the knowledge, nous and
networks needed to represent and reach
rural and regional Australia.

All of our team have a
connection to or affinity with
rural and regional Australia,
and many have their own
farming enterprises, with direct
agribusiness experience.

1 https://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/3218.0
2 https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/department/statements/2018_2019/ministerial-statement/2018-19-Regional
-Ministerial-Budget-Statement.pdf
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HOW SAUCE
C A N H E L P YO U

One of your team when it comes to communications and events.
Government, commercial, not-for-profit – whatever your operating environment and wherever you’re
headed – there will always be differences in the way you do things that can stand you apart in the
eyes of your audience. What stands us apart, is the time our team takes to get to know you and your
business and how we apply that knowledge to deliver service and results you’ll love.
From the smallest staff newsletter or promotional exercise, to large scale internal change programs
and national engagement strategies, our objective is to become a valued extension of your
communications team. We’re on board from the start and we’re as enthusiastic about achieving your
goals as you are!

WHAT WE DO

•

Communication audits and strategy

•

Stakeholder engagement

•

Internal and change communications

•

•
•
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WHAT YOU CAN
EXPECT

•

Better brand recognition and
enhanced audience awareness

Issues management and crisis
communications

•

Engaged employees, customers,
investors and statkeholders

•

Investor relations

•

Successfully managed change

•

Copywriting and content marketing

•

Carefully nurtured reputation

•

Digital communications,
including social media

•

Seamless professional execution

•

End-to-end event management
and sponsorship

•

Results aligned with your
objectives

•

Media and communications training

•

A solid return on investment

•

Publicity and promotions

•

Government relations
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As far as we know, we’re the
only PR agency in the Australian
industry to be headquartered
in the bush, with satellite offices
and staff in three capital cities.
That means the best of both
worlds for our clients (and our
team!).
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WHO WORKS
WITH SAUCE

•

Government

•

Retail

•

Agriculture

•

Export

•

Horticulture

•

Industry associations

•

Rural affairs

•

Technology

•

Health

•

Finance

•

FMCG

•

Transport

•

Education

•

Tourism

•

Energy

•

Not-for-profit

•

Engineering

•

Co-operatives

•

Environment

•

Construction

Thinking about working with Sauce? You’re in good company.
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W H AT T H E Y S AY
ABOUT SAUCE

Whichever aspect of the Sauce service our clients have
a taste for, the one thing you’ll hear from all of them is that
we delivered what we promised. Here’s what a selection
of our clients have to say about working with Sauce:

Agriculture: The Heart of Victoria Gala Dinner
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Sauce consistently demonstrates their
knowledge, insight and genuine passion
for SunRice and our stakeholders,
particularly those based in rural
Australia. From communications
counsel on our most complex issues,
to internal communications, regional
event management and everything
in between, Sauce is a trusted partner.
ROB GORDON, CEO,
SUNRICE GROUP

If you need to reach or influence
audiences in rural and regional
Australia, Sauce Communications is
the agency to speak to. Connected,
passionate and talented professionals
who genuinely care about the work
they do.
JAMES WRIGHT, GLOBAL
CHAIRMAN, HAVAS PR
COLLECTIVE

We engaged Sauce to partner us in
change communications. Not only did
they demonstrate their understanding
of the dynamics of regional business
and stakeholders, but they took the
time to learn about our company and
made themselves available 24/7. Sauce
excelled in their commitment to us.
I would recommend them without
hesitation.

Sauce is an outstanding firm. From
the outset, the team delivered with
decisive strategic counsel and carefully
considered strategy. Sauce exceeded
our expectations, delivering across
every stakeholder group, especially
media. They were an integral part of
our ASX listing’s success and have
changed our perceptions on the value
PR can deliver.

WILL BARTON, CEO,
GUNDAGAI MEAT
PROCESSORS

KEONG CHAN, EXECUTIVE
CHAIRMAN, AUMAKE

Sauce provides exceptional corporate
and strategic communication, issues
management, media and public
relations support. Their skills are
very advanced, and they were able
to rapidly develop a highly
successful and easy to implement
communications plan for a challenging
and diverse audience.

Sauce managed all aspects of our
communication campaign efficiently
and with the utmost professionalism.
Their work was of a consistently
high standard and they always
delivered within tight deadlines.
Their organisational capability and
work planning is incredibly strong.

JAMES BATTAMS, POLICY
ANALYST, AUSTRALIAN PORK
LIMITED

DAMON WHITTOCK,
COMMUNICATIONS AND
PUBLIC AFFAIRS MANAGER,
RIRDC
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SUCCESSES
DELIVERED BY SAUCE
Whatever environment your organisation operates in,
Sauce makes sure your message has maximum impact.
Behind the scenes corporate affairs
for big food.

900 guests, two events, different
locations, same day? No problem.

For more than 10 years Sauce has proudly
managed corporate affairs on behalf of
one of Australia’s largest agribusiness and
food manufacturing companies, SunRice
– an iconic group with 11 businesses and
2000 employees around the world. With
assistance from Sauce, the company has
successfully partnered with government
stakeholders, fostered strong connections
with regional communities, actively
engaged with shareholders, and built a
powerful reputation as a great Australian
success story. Significantly, Sauce was the
communications lead for SunRice’s historic
shareholder vote to list on the ASX.

The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria
and the Victorian Farmers Federation
engaged Sauce to manage the first
AgriVictoria: State of Opportunity Summit and
the third Agriculture: The Heart of Victoria
gala dinner – two high profile events held
on the same day at different locations.
Sauce’s end-to-end execution spanned
everything from securing speakers, media
and sponsorship, to meticulous budget and
floor management, ensuring that both
events went off without a hitch and
we were signed on the spot to do it
all over again next year!

High stakes issues management for
state government agency.

Listing a first of its kind Australian
retailer AuMake on the ASX.

Sauce was engaged by a NSW government
agency for a sustained, three week issues
management campaign with incredibly high
stakes. Embedded in-house behind the
scenes with our client, our communications
experts provided focused support
in the development of their key messaging
and stakeholder engagement plan,
effectively executing strategies to reach
audiences which included federal and state
government, industry regulators, businesses
and the community at large.

Sauce provided the full suite of corporate
affairs support to position AuMake with
Australian suppliers, investors, the Chinese
community and broader public to generate
interest in its Initial Public Offering and
ASX listing. Sauce delivered over 300 media
articles across Australia, New Zealand and
China, resulting in the IPO closing early
and oversubscribed. The company’s share
price rose from 8 cents to 35 cents per
share in the first six weeks post-listing and
Sauce proudly continues to be AuMake’s
corporate affairs partner.
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PR campaigns, big and small, city to
the bush - we’ve got it covered.
A trusted partner since 2017, Sauce has
successfully delivered over 24 campaigns
for Australia Post supporting their
engagement with local communities
from the city to the bush. Of particular
note, Sauce executed two multifaceted
nationwide campaigns - the inaugural
Regional Pitchfest and the Great Aussie
Coin Hunt - managing everything from live
weather crosses, to PR, events and logistics
for six and four week campaign roadshows.
We’ve covered it all from special stamp
releases, to retail campaigns and grassroots
stories for community programs for great
causes! Did we mention we love our work?

Media, event and PR planning
for rural research agency.

The Rural Industries Research and
Development Corporation released five
new research reports, designed to benefit
the longevity of Australian agriculture.
With contributing authors from respected
organisations like CSIRO, the Australian
Farm Institute and various universities,
Sauce was delighted to execute a series
of stakeholder launch events in Canberra
and manage the entire media and
communications strategy. By all accounts,
the reports were incredibly well received
and continue to ignite debate – that’s
a win-win for our client and Australian
agriculture.

Agtech product launch targeting
Australia and the US.

End-to-end execution of a three day
conference.

Sauce was engaged to deliver a marketing
communications campaign to support
the launch of MaiaGrazing-Lite software
to the agriculture sector. The launch
engaged key industry stakeholders, as well
as existing and prospective clients, and
our comprehensive suite of PR activities
secured media coverage in Australia and
the USA, which assisted with strong take up
of the product. With minimal disruption to
Maia’s existing customer base, the launch
enhanced awareness of the MaiaGrazing
brand overall, delighting our client.

Sauce executed end-to-end project
management for Irrigation Australia’s
biannual regional conference
in Griffith NSW, attended by hundreds of
delegates from across Australia and around
the world. In close consultation with our
client we ensured every corner of the
conference was an engaging, smoothly run
success, including sponsorship, advertising,
promotion, functions, workshops and
tours - delegates enjoyed it so much, many
registered on the spot for the next one.
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S A U C E AWA R D S
& A C C R E D I TAT I O N S

Winning awards is what happens when service shines.
Winning awards has never been the priority at Sauce, although as you would expect
we still feel very proud every time we pick one up. Because if there’s one thing a long list
of accolades tells you, it’s that we must be doing a pretty great job at delivering what
we promise...which ultimately, is what every client is looking for.

Registered
Consultancy
Group status
since 2011

2019
Winner, Australian Mid-size
PR Agency of the Year
2019
Finalist, Australian
PR Leader of the Year
2018
Winner, Australian Mid-size
PR Agency of the Year
2015
Awards
Winner, Mid-size Australian
PR Agency of the Year.

2018
NSW PRIA Award
Highly Commended, Medium
Consultancy of the Year
2017
Golden Target Award
Winner,
Australian Medium PR
Consultancy of the Year
2017
NSW State Award
for Excellence
Winner, NSW Medium
Consultancy of the Year,
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2016
Golden Target Award
Winner, Australian
Medium PR
Consultancy of the Year.

2014
Emerald Grain
Top 100 Women in
Australian Agribusiness.

2014
NSW Telstra
Business Women’s
Awards
Finalist, Business
Owner Awards.

2015
Leeton Business
Chamber Awards
Winner, Business Leader
Award.

2014
Regional Business
Chamber Awards
Winner, Excellence
in Small Business.

2014
NSW Business
Chamber Awards
State Finalist, Small
Business Excellence
Award.

2013
Regional Chamber
Awards
Winner, Business
Leader Award.

2016
NSW State Award
for Excellence
Winner, NSW Medium PR
Consultancy of the Year.
2015
NSW State Award
for Excellence. Winner,
NSW Medium PR
Consultancy of the Year.
2015
Golden Target Award
Highly Commended,
Australian Medium PR
Consultancy of the Year.
2014
NSW State Awards
for Excellence
Commended, NSW PR
Consultancy of the Year.
2014
Golden Target Award
Commended, Australian
PR Consultancy of the Year.

2013
NSW Business
Chamber Awards.
State Finalist, Business
Leader Award.

2013
Regional Chamber
Awards
Finalist, Excellence
in Small Business.
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MEET THE TEAM
T H AT M A K E S
SAUCE

LIANE GAWNE

LYNN SEMJANIV

FOUNDER & DIRECTOR, WORKING FROM

SENIOR ACCOUNT DIRECTOR, WORKING

LEETON, NSW

FROM MELBOURNE,VIC

accredited pr dynamo

leader, negotiator

A multi-award-winning practitioner,
Liane has nearly 20 years’ experience
in the communications industry
managing a range of high profile
projects and issues, including change
communication for government
mergers, crisis and stakeholder
communications, media and investor
relations. The NSW Government’s
appointed Director on the Board of
the Sydney School of Entrepreneurship
since 2017, Liane’s proudly held
accolades include recognition for her
passion in promoting opportunities for
women in rural and regional Australia.

and communicator

With more than 20 years’ expertise
in all aspects of corporate affairs
for retail and FMCG giants like
Devondale Murray Goulburn,
Target and Wesfarmers, Lynn is
a powerful addition to the Sauce
mix. She specialises in corporate
communications, reputation
management, crisis communications,
and sustainability – all of which require
outstanding media and PR, issues
management and social media skills.
Lynn is an accomplished speaker,
trainer and negotiator.
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DEE WILKES-BOWES

ANGELA WAKEMAN

ACCOUNT DIRECTOR, WORKING FROM

ACCOUNT DIRECTOR, WORKING FROM

LEETON, NSW

LEETON, NSW

agricultural all-rounder

events extraordinaire

In rural and agricultural
communications, Dee’s done it all.
Her enviable expertise across policy
and communications strategy was
developed in a number of senior
roles for government, universities
and business, including her previous
positions as Manager Government
Relations at Austrade and Director
Rural Affairs at NSW Farmers’
Association. An impeccable talent for
writing, a gift for strategy and a knack
for project implementation makes Dee
a perfect fit for Sauce.

With extraordinary organisation
skills and an eye for detail, Ange has
seamlessly brought to life countless
events from international conferences
to corporate dinners, community
festivals, fundraisers, VIP experiences,
media and product launches and
charity galas... including a triumphant
agribusiness summit and gala dinner
for 900 guests on the same day.
Ange has over 12 years’ experience
in managing events for government,
charities and business and it shows.
There’s no one better in the events
game as far as we’re concerned!

CHANTELLE HUTCHISON

JILL STEWART

ACCOUNT DIRECTOR, WORKING FROM

ACCOUNT DIRECTOR, WORKING FROM

CANBERRA, ACT

TAMWORTH, NSW

pusher of boundaries

unrivalled publicist

A pragmatic practitioner ready
to push the envelope, Chantelle
has exceptional skills that perfectly
complement the Sauce team. With
wide ranging industry experience
in agency and in-house
communications, Chantelle is well
versed in PR, sales, marketing and
digital, plus corporate and strategic
communications for consumer,
government and B2B. High profile
successes include faultless execution
of comprehensive communications
strategies for the ACT Government.

In publicity, it’s all about your
contacts and luckily for us, Jill is as
well connected as they come. Over
the past 17 years Jill has been at the
forefront of a number of high profile
marketing communications campaigns,
delivering outstanding results for
Australian consumer clients, including
SunRice, Safcol Tuna and Colgate
Palmolive, and managing publicity for
talent like Adam Brand, David Pocock
and Hi-5. Clients like these will tell
you, it’s Jill’s skill at tailoring practical
PR solutions to meet the specific
challenges of their markets, that makes
her such a formidable talent.
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JESSICA SKILBECK

SOPHIE BLAKE

SENIOR ACCOUNT MANAGER, WORKING

SENIOR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE, WORKING

FROM LEETON, NSW

FROM CANBERRA, ACT

formidable flair

stellar storyteller

It’s undeniable Jessica has an innate
understanding of and a genuine passion
for regional Australia. For almost a
decade Jessica has been entrusted to
manage some of Australia’s biggest
agricultural brands and events. Think
Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria,
Australia Lot Feeders’ Association
(ALFA), the Merino Company and
Stock & Land (Fairfax Media) to name
a few. Operating based on the mantra
‘cool heads will prevail’, Jessica’s calm
and considered approach makes her
someone you want on your team –
especially when the stakes are high.

A gifted storyteller with a real talent
for finding the remarkable message
in the stories of the everyday, Sophie
brings an impressive set of skills for
Sauce clients. Canberra born and
bred, Sophie comes to Sauce with a
Bachelor of Marketing Management
and skills in digital marketing, public
relations and events. Sophie’s
persistent and results-oriented
approach has achieved impressive
media coverage for many of Sauce’s
high-profile clients, including Australia
Post, De Bortoli Wines, SunRice and
AuMake International.

JACALYN CREMASCO
ACCOUNT MANAGER, WORKING FROM
LEETON, NSW
media insider

With over 10 years on the front
line of writing and reading the news
in Griffith as WIN Television News
Editor and News Reader, Jacalyn not
only has experience of reporting on
local issues, she lives them every day
on the rice, wheat and sheep farm that
she and her husband run at Widgelli.
Jackie’s work on the other side of the
media means she has the perfect eye
for what makes a good story
and knows just what the media
is looking for.

BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE!
In addition to our talented core
team, we have a solid and trusted
network of partners, suppliers and
specialists who we consider to be
part of the Sauce family. That gives
us – and you – scope and scale
to respond quickly to changes in
business or communications needs,
no matter how big the opportunity
or challenge.
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OUR COMMITMENT
TO YO U

With Sauce you’re in very safe, very skilled hands as our proven public
relations and event professionals work on each and every ingredient
of your project - from conception to completion.
Whether we’re planning your PR strategy, organising your conference, writing
your media release, communicating in your marketplace, or sending you a simple
progress update, you can expect the very best Sauce, every single time.
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L E T ’ S TA L K A B O U T
ADDING SAUCE

Ok, that’s enough about us, now we’d like to talk about you.
More specifically, we’d love to know about the business
and communications objectives for your organisation
and how Sauce can help you achieve them.

Talking to Sauce is easy...
Drop into Sauce HQ at 62 Kurrajong Avenue, LEETON
NSW 2705
Call us on (02) 6953 7382
Look us up at saucecommunications.com.au or drop Liane
a note at liane@saucecommunications.com.au
Or connect with us via:

www.saucecommunications.com.au
ABN: 13 134 066 158
ACN: 134 066 158
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